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Amidst the warm glow of camaraderie, our annual MEA Customer Appreciation Night was an evening to remember.
Graced by our employees, clients and partners, the night unfolded with shared stories, successful projects, and a
vibrant spirit of innovation. We expressed gratitude for the enduring business relationships and steadfast support
from our esteemed clients and valued partners, who have been integral to our success. Against the backdrop of
good food and meaningful conversations, the atmosphere was one of celebration and connection. With our clients
as collaborative partners, we reaffirm our pledge to continue co-create simple, tech-enabled business solutions
through hybrid thinking and passionate execution globally. Get in touch with us to discover how we can help you
modernize and transform your business further.

2023 Mokxa MEA Customer Appreciation Night with Our Fantastic Team,
Clients, and Partners
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In spearheading a BPA initiative for a major MEA bakery products manufacturer, we delivered a suite of enterprise
apps across their business lines. Addressing challenges in manual workflows with tech silos, our solution made
tasks like customer profile creation & supplier registration simpler on intuitive screens. Using low-code Joget with
Oracle ERP integration, they improved the integrity of their customers & suppliers data across enterprise systems.
Our automation extended to routine tasks like travel expense management, recruitment requisitions & asset
ownership transfers, freeing employees to focus on value-added business activities. Empowering the client further,
we trained a team of Joget professionals, enabling them to independently develop enterprise-scale solutions in
house. Looking forward, the client's digital transformation unfolded with a vision for expanded Joget integration,
promising further gains through a well-connected enterprise ecosystem. Read the case study to learn more.

Solution Go-live: Biz Process Automation (BPA) Portal Implemented on
Low-Code for a Middle East Bakery Products Manufacturer

Mokxa Joins the Cybersecurity Association of Maryland (CAMI) as a
Premium Member
We are delighted to announce that Mokxa is now a certified Premium Member of CAMI, a statewide non-profit
organization, dedicated 100% to the growth of cybersecurity in Maryland. Working with CAMI, we aspire to help
companies maximize their cyber investments through our AI-driven accelerators, smart integration & automation
solutions. Being recognized as a CAMI-approved cybersecurity provider enables Mokxa to offer services as a
Qualified Maryland Seller. This extends benefits like the Buy Maryland Cybersecurity (BMC) Tax Credit to Qualified
Maryland Companies investing in security technologies & services - opening doors to enhanced partnerships with
next-gen innovators in the state. Committed to staying ahead in security innovation, we’re excited to develop &
deliver simple, scalable, and cost-effective security solutions for our clients and partners. Connect with us to
improve your security posture and look out for an exciting calendar of cyber community events in 2024.

Introducing the latest enhancements to our supply chain solutions portfolio, we launched the Purchase Order (PO)
Management capability with seamless SAP integration on the Mokxa's proprietary E-Procurement Solution. This
upgrade enabled procurement users to move away from complex ERP screens and cumbersome workflows, while
retaining the capabilities of legacy systems in their daily operations. Now, procurement user can use the portal to
create and track POs in minutes, even while on-the-move. On self-service, vendors can readily utilize the latest
order-processing feature to generate Advanced Shipping Notification (ASN) from the get-go, keeping procurement
users informed about their orders status. Powered by low-code, this solution is set to make procurement twice as
efficient, speeding up bidding cycles by 50%. Empowering enterprises, this opens door for procurement leaders to
rapidly scale up their supply chain without disrupting existing technologies - on our unique E-Procurement Solution
architecture. Want to automate your supply chain? Connect with us for a personalized demo today!

E-Procurement Upgrade: Mokxa Launched PO Management & Order
Processing Capabilities on Its SAP-Ready Procurement Solution
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